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Senna Induced Blistering Diaper Dermatitis
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Abstract
There is a plethora of potential diagnoses for diaper dermatitis. When abuse is a significant concern,
elucidating the etiology is of the utmost importance. While the clinician should always consider
abuse in the differential, an appreciation for the imitators of abuse is also essential.A16 month-old
female presented to the emergency department after the development of diaper dermatitis. Further
investigation revealed she ingested chocolate laxatives containing senna, later determined to be the
etiology of etiology of the diaper lesion. Awareness of these less common presentations can facilitate
more straightforward clinical assessment, easier disposition and guard the parents of these patients
from the scrutiny they are often subjected to when abuse is a serious consideration.

Introduction
In diaper wearing pediatric patients, the differential diagnosis of a skin rash in the distribution of
the perineum is wide and classically includes irritant dermatitis, allergic dermatitis, yeast infection,
bacterial infection, atopic dermatitis, psoriasis, seborrhea and scabies among others. An additional
consideration is child abuse. Differentiating infection or irritant diaper rash from abuse may be
clinically challenging.
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An otherwise healthy 16 month-old female toddler presented to the emergency department
after escaping her playpen and accidentally ingesting three to four 15 mg chocolate laxatives
containing senna. Per the patient’s mother the ingestion occurred two hours prior to arrival. One
hour after ingestion she began having frequent, large, non-bloody soft stools in her diaper. These
diapers were promptly changed and the patient was washed off in the shower under cold water.
This was followed by the rapid development of a bright red, blistering wound with multiple clear
bullae over the buttocks and perineum covering approximately 3% of total body surface area. No
mucosal involvement was appreciated. The patient’s vital signs, review of systems, remainder of
physical exam, allergy and medical history were unremarkable. The patient’s complete blood count,
complete metabolic profile and urinalysis were within normal limits with only a mild elevation of
segmented neutrophils to 68%. The urine drug screen, acetaminophen and salicylate levels were also
negative. Wound culture grew occasional gram negative rods and gram positive cocci determined to
be normal skin flora. There was some initial concern for scalded skin syndrome ergo the patient was
started on cefazolin and clindamycin and admitted to the pediatric intensive care unit. After further
evaluation this was considered highly unlikely and antibiotics were discontinued. The wounds were
debrided and silver sulfadiazine was placed on affected areas. By the second day of admission, the
patient’s bullae had all ruptured. Topical therapy was transitioned from silvadene to bacitracin and
the patient was discharged that afternoon. During hospitalization, the patient’s vitals remained
normal with only a brief maximum temperature of 38.1OC. She had no dietary difficulty and her
stools returned to normal. The patient was seen at follow up visit 1 week later with near complete
resolution of the wounds.

Discussion
In 1999 the US Food and Drug Administration removed phenolphthalein-based over-thecounter laxatives from the market. The majority of these medications were replaced with senna on
the suspicion the former is carcinogenic [1,2]. Senna is derived from S. Alexandrina. Its side effect
profile is documented fairly well in the literature. These adverse effects range from theoretical injury
to the mesenteric nerve plexus, decreased skin immunity [3,4], asthma and rhinoconjunctivitis
[5,6] to near fatal hemorrhage in patients on warfarin [7]. Additionally, some suggest that senna is
genotoxic however this has not been supported by current studies [8-10] and at least one indicates
that senna may have antioxidant properties [11].
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family appeared appropriately concerned about the patient. This in
conjunction with a literature search at the time of presentation of
senna-induced wounds contributed to the seemingly appropriate
diagnosis being made.
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As in all cases of abuse, history is critical to elucidating the cause
of these lesions. In the case above, the history relayed by multiple
members of the household corroborated one another and the
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